
Ordinal Numbers- Spelling Games

Asking for bad hints spelling game
Ask “How many letters are there?”, then take turns asking “What’s the first/ second/ third/ 
fourth/ …th letter?” until someone guesses what the word is. Each person guesses after 
the last person’s question (not after their own question), so don’t choose letters which will 
make it too easy for other people to guess.

Letter by letter ordinal numbers spelling game
Your partner will dictate a word slowly letter by letter by saying “The first letter is…”, “The 
second letter is…”, etc until someone guesses what the word is. If your guess is wrong, 
you can’t guess when the next letter is given (but you can guess again after that). 

Do the same game without writing the letters down, just remembering what your partner 
said. 

Do the same, but with your partner saying the letters out of order, e.g. first saying “The 
sixth letter is X”. Your teacher will tell you if you can write or not. 

Ordinal numbers hangman
Your partner or the teacher will write a word as just gaps for each letter, e.g. “_ _ _ _ _” for 
“Pants”. Take turns asking “Which letters are A/ B/ …?” until the whole word has been 
spelled. If you are playing for points, you get one point for each letter which is added to the
word after your question, but lose a point if there are none of that letter in the word. 

Yes/ no ordinal numbers questions spelling games
Your partner or the teacher will say a word and draw blanks for each letter in it, then take 
turns asking questions like “Is the second letter P?” until the whole word is completed.

Do the same, but with your partner writing and/ or saying mixed letters instead of 
pronouncing the word. 

Ordinal numbers presentation
Write the ordinal numbers below as full words, asking if you need help with the spelling:
 1st

 2nd

 3rd

 4th

 5th

 6th
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Words to answer questions about
1. August
2. Australia
3. badminton
4. baseball
5. basketball
6. bathroom
7. bees
8. bicycles
9. buses
10. cars
11. butterflies
12. cats
13. cockroaches
14. coffee
15. crayons
16. December
17. doll
18. ducks
19. erasers
20. February
21. garage
22. hamburger
23. horses
24. January
25. juice
26. June
27. kite
28. marbles
29. mosquitoes
30. motorbikes
31. noodles
32. November
33. October
34. pizza
35. snakes
36. spring rolls
37. swimming
38. table
39. Taiwan
40. television
41. tennis
42. thirsty43. toothbrush
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